How do I access the wireless network (WiFi) on campus?

Tell Me

1. Faculty, staff, and students need to select **eduroam for on-campus wireless**
   a. For connection instructions using a computer, see [this FAQ](#)
   b. For connection instructions using a mobile device/tablet, see [this FAQ](#)
   c. ONLY use NinerWiFi-Guest if using a device that does not support WPA2-Enterprise encryption/authentication
   d. See all eduroam [FAQs here](#)

2. Guests need to select **NinerWiFi-Guest for on-campus wireless**
   a. For instructions, see [this FAQ](#)

**Note**

Wireless in residential buildings is provided by Housing and Residence Life.

Related FAQs

- How do I log into eduroam wireless on my computer?
- What should I do if my wifi connection is slow?
- What should I do if I'm having trouble connecting to wireless on-campus?
- What is NinerWiFi-Guest and can I connect to it?
- How do I access the wireless network (WiFi) on campus?